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 ABSTRACT  
  

Vertical forest structure is an attribute of forests that is of interest to many discussed in the context of ecosystem 

management .The vertical forest stratification of tree crowns is a forest attribute that influences both tree growth 

and understory community structure accumulation of nitrous oxides today air pollution is responsible for many 

health problem in the urban areas due to air pollution problem not only humans but animals and birds were also 

suffering from this problem in Porbandar city hairs cinema  in five floor building in construction in grow in four 

floor 10,000 plants.   
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1.Vertical forest:- 

Vertical forest is a model for a sustainable residential building ,a project for metropolitan reforestation  contributing 

to the  regeneration of the environment and urban biodiversity without the implication of expanding the city. Upon 

the territory it is a model of vertical densification of nature within the city that operator  in relation to policies for 

reforestation  and naturalization of  large urban and metropolitan borders , global warming became a major threat 

that pose a nightmare to all  countries of the world though several reasons persist is does not refer to the slow rise  in 

the global mean temperature but a drastic cause a destructive  impact on a mass scale dissolved oxygen is necessary 

to many forms of life.  Including fish invertebrates ,bacteria and plants these organisms use oxygen in respiration 

,similar to organisms obtain oxygen for respiration though their gills .While plant life and phytoplankton respiration 

when there is no light for photosynthesis the amount of dissolved oxygen needed  varies from creature to creature 

bottom feeders ,crabs oysters and worms need minimal amounts of oxygen  (1-6MG/ L) while shallow water fish 

need higher levels (4-15MG/L) microbes such as bacteria and fungi also require dissolved oxygen these a organisms 

use  do to decompose organic material at the bottom of a body of water microbial decomposition is an important 

contributor to is an nutrient recycling however there is an excess of decaying organic material light can penetrate 

water though the depth that it can reach varies due to dissolved solids and other light scattering element present in 

the water depth the wavelengths available to plant with red being absorbed quickly and blue light being visible past 

100 m  in clear water available to plants no longer enough light for photosynthesis to occur beyond 200m and 

aquatic plants no longer grow in turbid water this photonic zone is often much shallower regardless of wavelengths 

available the cycle dose not change  

Co2+H2O =  (CH2O)+O2 

 

   

1.1  Design of vertical forest : 

The sudden rise in global temperature stimulates  the occurrence of arrogant climatic factor in the form of India. 

Rose from 1 to 2 degree life styles in Indian metropolitan cities have migrated from separate homes into residential 

in under to counter the dense population this result in cutting of tree deforestation thereby is making the ecosystem 

to become more unproductive to live allowing project like eco-city the basic idea behind vertical foresting is giving 

back to nature which made the world wide architects to renovate the art  of farming even  
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1.2  Design of  building  : 
 

Design in building five floor under  ground  provided in parking area one floor grow in plan to last floor grow in 

plants  lady palm, king of hearts ,silver queen or Chinese ever green, aloe vera ,tulsi ,chrismas cactus , gerbera,neem 

tree areca palm , synonym , English hedger helix ,bamboo palm ,money plant .building ground level in side garden 

people in public place . 
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2.Photos of plants : 

 

   
 

                                             King Of Hearts                                                          Dumb cane 

 

 

 
 

                                     Silver Queen                                                         Aloe vera 
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3 location of Harish cinema in Porbandar  City  
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4. CONCLUSIONS : 

Because of this project the level of I express my cavernous sense of obligation and gratitude to my guide Ass .Prof  

Yash  Dasani and Dr.Sanjay  Agal  for this genuine and consent encouragement throughout this project work . I am 

highly obliged as my honorable guide for providing me such an opportunity to carry out research under continuous 

guidance co2 is decrease compare to past level co2 The development of porbandar city is increase in a futurewe 

developed maximum vertical  forest and reduce co2 level clean environment . 
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